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“Okay.”Qi Rou nodded, afraid that he would ask her to hit him again. 

She tilted her head and looked at the person beside her. 

In the past, she did not feel that Yu Muyang was giving in to her. Instead, she was always worried about 

him. Now, she suddenly realized that all of his pretense was just to make her care about him. 

Qi Rou Xin softened instantly. 

She was not a pretentious person to begin with. After confirming each other’s feelings, the two of them 

quickly put the past behind them. 

On the school’s intranet, someone had already released a photo of Qi rou pulling Yu Muyang away. 

When they returned to the teaching building from the back of the library, the discussion about their 

relationship had already reached its peak. 

After the school’s investigation, it had also been confirmed that Yu Muyang’s exam results were all true, 

and the invigilator video had been released. 

Yu Muyang’s innocence was confirmed. The fake student scum instantly became a true top student, and 

a super top student at that. 

Coupled with his extremely handsome face.. 

Yu Muyang’s popularity reached an unprecedented height in just a few short hours. 

Wherever he appeared, there would always be girls surrounding him, shaking hands, signing autographs, 

and giving gifts.. 

Among them, there were also many confession letters. 

Qi Rou’s existence was completely ignored. 

A few brave girls even deliberately glared at Qi rou when they gave Yu Muyang a love letter. 

Qi Rou:”…” 

If she didn’t hit the girls, then it didn’t count if she was courting death. 

Qi Rou glared back domineeringly. The girls immediately threw away their armor and ran away. 

“I’m hungry. Let’s Go Eat.”Yu Muyang saw Qi Rou’s reaction and wrapped her in his arms in satisfaction. 

He pulled her out of the crowd. 

It was great that the little kitten knew how to protect her food. 

She finally understood how agitated he had been when he saw a bunch of flies around her since she was 

young. 



However, he could not bear to see her sullen. When he saw that her expression did not look right, he 

immediately rejected all the gifts and brought her to eat. 

Eating was the most important thing in the world. 

As long as there was good food, her mood would recover very quickly. 

However, unexpectedly, Qi Rou’s mood today couldn’t even recover from eating. 

After leaving the restaurant, she became less talkative. 

Before Yu Muyang could speak, she was already prepared to go to the library for self-study. 

“I’ll accompany you.”Yu Muyang was already used to the fact that their date location was the library, a 

place that made people despair. 

As long as Qi Rou was by his side, anywhere was his paradise. 

He felt sweet just by looking at her. 

Hence, Qi Rou was studying while Yu Muyang was staring at his little wife and reporting to his family. 

They could be considered to be officially together now. 

They were childhood sweethearts, and they had gone from their school uniforms to their wedding 

dresses… they couldn’t do it without the arrangements of their parents. 

In order to avoid any unforeseen circumstances, Yu Muyang felt that it was best to get engaged first and 

get married after graduating from university. 

Before he could think of a way to tactfully tell his parents what he was thinking, he suddenly noticed 

from the corner of his eye that Qi Rou was not reading a book either. Instead, she was staring at his 

phone. 

What was on her phone that she was so engrossed in reading? 

She was still holding a pen in her hand, as if she was taking notes. 

Yu Muyang was just about to reach out to take a look when Qi Rou’s hand unknowingly blocked the 

words on the notebook. He could not see it. 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Why did his girlfriend have secrets from him just after they had confirmed their relationship? He was 

waiting online, anxious! 

From an angle that Yu Muyang couldn’t see, Qi Rou was still seriously using her phone to search for 

answers, copying every answer she found onto her notebook. 

The question she was searching for was: How Do I go further with my boyfriend.. 
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Ever since she was young, with Qi Yan around, Qi Rou could get almost anything she wanted right away. 

Her father had protected her too well. Although she had a lot of kung fu, there was no room for her to 

display it. 

It was not until she saw Yu Muyang transform into a super scholar and was surrounded by a group of 

girls confessing her love that she felt for the first time in her life what a sense of crisis was. 

Her mother had been tricked by her father, so she definitely did not know how to coax her boyfriend. 

That’s right, she still had aunty Xiao Mumu. 

Since Young, Aunty Xiao Mumu had told them that they had to fight for the person they liked. If they 

stood still and waited, they would only get the upper hand. 

If they were to ask her, she would definitely know what to do. 

Qi rou bit her lip, exited the search page, and sent a text message to Nian Xiaomu. 

Her face turned red as soon as she sent the text message. 

She seemed to have forgotten that Aunt Xiaomu was Yu Muyang’s mother just now.. 
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“Xiao Rou…”a resentful voice suddenly sounded across from Qi Rou. 

She lifted her head and looked over. She realized that Yu Muyang was staring at her with a complicated 

gaze. 

His girlfriend was sitting across from him. First, she looked at her phone and ignored him. 

Then, she blushed at her phone. 

He had never seen her blush so bashfully. The first time he saw her, it was not because of him! 

He felt sour. 

It was worse than eating lemon. He was now like a pickled fish. 

“Huh?”Qi Rou suddenly felt like she was caught red-handed when he stared at her like that. She was so 

guilty that she did not dare to look him in the eye. 

How could this be? 

Yu Muyang’s heart was about to explode. In an instant, all sorts of dangerous thoughts flashed through 

her mind. 

She was just a step away from snatching her phone to see what was going on. 

“Who are you chatting with? Do I Know You?”Yu Muyang chose a safe way to ask tactfully. 

Actually, he wanted to ask if the person she was chatting with was a man or a woman. Why was she 

smiling so bashfully. 



She had never smiled so bashfully at him before. 

“I know… Actually, i…”Before Qi Rou could think of a way to tell Yu Muyang, her phone suddenly 

vibrated. 

When they were in the library, their phones were all set to silent mode. When they received the 

message, there was only a slight vibration. 

When she saw that Nian Xiaomu had replied to her message, she did not have the time to say anything 

to Yu Muyang. Instead, she tapped on her phone to take a look. 

Nian Xiaomu’s reply was straightforward. 

“If your target is Xiao Yang, you don’t have to think too much about it. You just have to tell him about 

this dangerous thought of yours and leave the rest to him. I guarantee that he will not only bring your 

relationship to a higher level, but also take many steps forward.” 
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Qi Rou:”…” 

Was it that simple? 

Qi Rou looked up at Yu Muyang with some confusion. It seemed like she was considering whether Nian 

Xiaomu’s suggestion was really feasible. 

As Qi Rou hesitated, she glanced at the notes that she had just made. 

The answers that she had found on the internet were all sorts of things that she was not good at. 

“Xiao Rou, if you have any thoughts about me, you can just say it. I am willing to…” 

Before Yu Muyang could say the word “Change”, Qi Rou had already lowered her head and muttered 

softly, “I do want to develop faster with you, but I don’t know how.” 

“What? !”Yu Muyang was stunned as if he had been struck by lightning. 

His eyes were wide open as he stared in disbelief at Qi Rou who was blushing and did not dare to look 

him in the eye. 

His little wife had just said that she wanted to develop faster with him. was that what he had 

understood? 
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Perhaps the heavens felt that he had lived too miserably these past few years and was finally about to 

open his eyes.. 

Qi Rou was still saying — 

“I will feel angry when others confess to you.” 



“I don’t like it when they are too close to you.” 

“And those gifts…” 

She wanted to throw them all away for him. 

She had asked her roommates and they had said that it was called possessiveness. Not only girls would 

have it, but even boys would have it. 

However, she did not see Yu Muyang throwing a tantrum at her, so she could not throw a tantrum at 

him either. 

Everyone had told her that the best way was to firmly hold onto his heart so that he could not see 

anyone else but her in his eyes. 

However, she had never coaxed a boy before.. 

“Auntie Xiao Mu told me to tell you directly that you would help me if I told you what I was thinking.”Qi 

Rou lowered her head awkwardly and tugged at the corner of her shirt after she finished speaking. 

She had never asked anyone to help her before. She did not expect that this was the first time she had 

asked for help. 

She was not used to it. 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Mommy, I love you! 

In terms of coaxing a wife, no one would dare to claim to be number one if the men in the Yu family 

acknowledged number two. 

Yu Muyang dragged the chair and moved to Qi Rou’s side. She gently held her hand and displayed her 

shamelessness to the extreme. “Xiao Rou, you don’t have to be shy. We’re a couple. Of course, I’ll help 

you whatever you want.” 

“…” 

“I know. You’re inexperienced and don’t know how to fall in love. It’s okay, I’ll teach you.” 

“You’ve been in a relationship before?”Qi rou glanced at him suspiciously. 

Yu Muyang realized that he had almost buried himself by digging a hole. He quickly clarified, “Absolutely 

not. You’re the only one in my heart.” 

When he met Qi Rou’s untrusting gaze, he hurriedly explained, “Boys are different from girls. There are 

some things that boys can learn without a teacher.” 

“For example, pretending to be a pig to eat a tiger and acting like a Scoundrel?”Qi rou inferred from his 

words. 

Yu Muyang:”…” 



Yu Muyang: “The past is no longer important. What’s important is the future. We’re now a serious 

boyfriend and girlfriend. You Don’t have to be shy in front of me. Don’t worry and tell me boldly. What 

do you want to learn first?” 

They had already held hands. 

There was no need to talk about hugging. 

They had kissed before, but it was always on the forehead and cheeks. 

The only serious kiss was when he was punched and almost lost an eye. 

Yu Muyang felt bitter, but he didn’t dare to say it. 

Could he make a weak request and let them learn how to kiss first? 

Just thinking about it made him extremely excited. 

“It’s not convenient to learn dating skills here. Let’s go somewhere else for a date.”Yu Muyang left as 

soon as she said it. She packed the books on her desk and helped Qi Rou pack the books as well. 

She held her hand and turned to leave the library. 

She was thinking about whether to find a flower bush that no one had seen or go straight to the school 

field. 

“It’s too late. It’s time for curfew. Let’s study another day,”Qi Rou said as she looked at her watch under 

the dim light of the street lamps. 

Yu Muyang was about to object when she stood on her tiptoes and kissed him on his thin lips. 

As though she was not used to doing such intimate things, she opened her eyes wide nervously to see 

Yu Muyang’s reaction after kissing him. 

What reaction could Yu Muyang have? 

He was already dumbfounded! 

Just as he came back to his senses and was about to hug her and kiss her for a while longer, Qi Rou had 

already reached out to pat his head as though she was comforting the irritable Little Wolf Dog. She said 

softly, “Don’t be anxious. I’ll try it slowly with you after I’ve learned it.” 
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Yu Muyang:”…” 

Who could bear this? 

Yu Muyang was so happy that he was about to faint. 

He needed a quick-acting heart-saving pill or let him take a breath of oxygen first. He felt that he was 

going to be unable to breathe! 



– 

Yu Muyang, who had threatened to teach his little wife to fall in love, had a bad start. On the first night, 

he was “Military-trained”by his little wife. 

A kiss of his own accord had made him so happy that he had not regained his senses for the entire night. 

Unable to fall asleep in the middle of the night, he hugged the blanket and rolled around on the bed. He 

wished that he could announce to the world that Qi Rou had taken the initiative to kiss him. 

Not on the cheek, but on the lips! 

She had kissed him on the lips in a serious manner and had even said that she wanted to take a step 

further with him. 

The result of Yu Muyang’s excessive happiness was that Fang Ji, who was sleeping in his clinic, was 

woken up. 

Fang ji rubbed his drowsy face and sat up from his bed with rustling sounds. He did not turn on the lights 

and looked at Yu Muyang, who was still awake, in a daze. He called out tentatively, “Brother Yang, 

you’re still awake?” 

Hearing this, Yu Muyang immediately sat up. 

“I woke you up?” 

“No, it’s nothing. I’m light-sleeper and happened to wake up to Pee. I just didn’t expect…”fang ji wanted 

to say something but stopped himself. In the darkness, he looked at Yu Muyang with a complicated 

gaze. 

He had initially admired Yu Muyang for being so calm even after getting full marks in all subjects. 

He did not expect Yu Muyang to be so happy that she could not fall asleep. 

Fang ji put on his shoes to Pee. When he came out of the bathroom, Yu Muyang had already turned on 

the lights. 

He was wearing his pajamas and sitting at the head of his bed. His eyes were filled with a light that 

wanted to share the joy as he stared straight at Fang ji. 

Fang Ji:”…” 

Yu Muyang: “Fang Ji, have you ever been in a relationship?” 

“No.”Fang ji sat on his own bed and reached out to grab his hair with an awkward expression. 

He had always been a gifted student since he was young. His parents’expectations and his own goals. In 

short, all of his attention was placed on his studies, so he did not have time to think about anything else. 

“You have never been in a relationship, so you definitely don’t know what it feels like to be in a 

relationship. But that’s okay. I’m very willing to share my love experience with you. It’s a little 

embarrassing to talk about it. Look at my lips. Do you feel that they’re not quite the same as usual 

today?” 



Fang Ji:”…” 

“You definitely don’t know that Rourou kissed me today. Not on the face, but on the lips. It’s the lips 

that you’re seeing now.” 

Fang Ji:”…” 

Fang ji listened to the “Love story”the whole night, feeling so miserable that he cried his eyes out. 

The next day, when he left the dormitory, he politely rejected Yu Muyang’s good intentions to treat him 

to breakfast. 

He was afraid that he would not be able to have breakfast and would have to eat a mouthful of dog food 

again. 

That feeling.. 

He swore that he would never get up in the middle of the night to Pee Again! 

After Yu Muyang had finished torturing his roommate, his excited mood did not calm down for a long 

time. 

After changing his clothes, for the first time ever, he went to the classroom early for self-study. 

When he met Old Ji at the entrance of the teaching building, when Old Ji tried hard to wipe his highly 

myopic eyes with his sleeve and wondered if his eyes were playing tricks on him, Yu Muyang felt 

extremely guilty. 

In the end, Old Ji patted him on the shoulder with a look of relief on his face. “This is what a straight a 

student should be like. I knew I didn’t Misjudge You!” 

If not for the remnants of rationality in his heart stopping him, Yu Muyang would have impulsively 

agreed to old Ji’s request and would be the first to enter the classroom every day from now on. 

When Yu Muyang entered the classroom, there was still no one in the classroom. 

In fact, he had already completed the Finance Department’s course this semester by himself a long time 

ago. 

Sitting alone in the classroom, Yu Muyang thought of another matter. 
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According to Fang Ji, the school had already found out that the person who spread the rumor of him 

cheating was the selection. 

This person was used to being arrogant. 

From a young age, he came from a wealthy family and had everything he wanted. 

His looks and IQ were not bad, and he was even more popular in the school. 



It was rare for him to like a girl, but in the end, someone beat him to it, so he saw Yu Muyang as a thorn 

in his side. 

He didn’t expect to kick an iron plate this time. 

It wasn’t a big deal for the results of the finance department’s exam to be posted on the school’s 

intranet, but the results of Yu Muyang’s entrance exam weren’t obtained by anyone other than the 

counselor, Old Ji, and a few other department leaders. 

The one that was posted on the school’s Intranet was obtained through some special channels. 

He had deliberately posted the two transcripts on the school’s Internet at the same time in order to 

make a stark contrast, so that everyone would be convinced that Yu Muyang’s exam results this time 

were a complete cheat. 

It was a very petty action, but it was not done beautifully enough. 

Fang ji had traced the IP that had released the transcripts, and in the end, he had found out about the 

selection. 

However, before Fang Ji had the time to tell the teachers, the computer science department’s Awesome 

Teachers had already traced it. 

The school had already stated that this matter had to be dealt with seriously. 

After the selection was called to the teaching office yesterday, he had not come to the school today. The 

person behind him probably would not be able to escape either. 

“Learning is for one’s own learning, not for comparison. The selection has been wrong from the start. If 

he were to openly compete with you, I might respect him as a man.”When Fang Ji told this news to Yu 

Muyang, he sighed with emotion. 

Yu Muyang was noncommittal. 

What he cared about was never the selection. 

What he cared about.. 

Yu Muyang took out his phone and seriously searched for five-star hotels near K University. 

He had thought about it all night yesterday. Some things were easy to lose control of. 

Rather than waiting for it to happen in a hurry, it was better to arrange it early in the morning and 

create a little romance. It could also leave a beautiful memory. 

Just thinking about it made him a little distracted. 

After a day of classes, he immediately went to Qi Rou’s classroom and picked her up to go on a date. 

In other words, he taught her how to fall in love. 

Qi Rou was a studious person. Since she had decided to learn, she would not be shy. 

In addition to the hotel that Yu Muyang had chosen, the food in the restaurant was especially delicious. 



Qi Rou was a little sleepy after eating and drinking. When she was brought into the room by him, she 

was somewhat grateful for his consideration. 

She leaned comfortably on the cloth sofa and took out a book from her bag, preparing to revise. 

Just as she flipped open the textbook, Yu Muyang had already sat down beside her. His deep and 

magnetic voice made one shudder. “Xiao Rou…” 

“Huh?”Qi Rou glanced at him from the corner of her eyes. The next second, she caught a glimpse of the 

rose in his hand and sat up from the sofa in shock. 

What did he buy? 

Qi Rou was about to ask when Yu Muyang pressed something with his fingers. Suddenly, many red 

heart-shaped balloons popped out from the surroundings of the room. They all floated to the roof and 

formed a circle. 
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Each balloon was tied with a ribbon, and there was a note attached to the end of the ribbon. 

The atmosphere was romantic and ambiguous. 

Qi Rou looked at everything in front of her blankly. She did not know what was going on, but she could 

vaguely feel that her heart was beating a little fast. 

Yu Muyang casually grabbed a balloon and walked in front of her. 

She handed the rose in her hand to her and asked plainly, “Do you want to play a game with me?” 
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“…”Qi rou did not say anything. She just looked at him obediently and tacitly agreed to his suggestion. 

Yu Muyang immediately stated the rules of the game. “Everyone, choose a balloon. Whatever is written 

on the paper hanging on the balloon, you must follow it.” 

Yu Muyang thought about this game for a whole day before finally deciding on it. 

Every note was personally written by him, and the requirements on it were naturally… hehehe! 

In short, whether he won or lost this game, it was still a win. 

It was a sure win. 

Now, she was afraid that Qi Rou would not play. 

Yu Muyang turned to look at the person who was trapped in the sofa. 

Qi Rou had just eaten her fill and was feeling a little sleepy. However, it was still early, and it was not 

time for her to sleep yet. When she heard Yu Muyang’s suggestion, she thought for a while and was a 

little hesitant. 



With her usual personality, she would not agree to participate in such an uncertain game if she was not 

sure about the contents of the note. 

However, Aunt Xiaomu had said that if she wanted to get closer to Yu Muyang, she would have to listen 

to him. 

Playing games was also one of the ways to improve their relationship. 

Would he be a little disappointed if she rejected him? 

“Should I play first or should you play first?”In the end, Qi Rou decided to listen to Nian Xiaomu’s 

suggestion and leave the matters of their relationship to Yu Muyang. 

All she needed to do was listen to him. 

As Qi rou spoke, she reached out and took a balloon from Yu Muyang’s side. Then, she opened the note 

on it. 

When she saw the words on the note clearly, her hand paused for a moment. 

Then, for the first time in her life, she rolled up the note in front of Yu Muyang and hung it back on the 

balloon, pretending that nothing had happened. 

Yu Muyang:”? ? ?” 

Qi Rou tried to hide her embarrassment and explained, “You haven’t told me if I can draw the note, so 

that doesn’t count.” 

Her reaction was too strange. Yu Muyang grabbed her hand and didn’t let her put the balloon back. 

He opened the note on it: French kiss. 

Yu Muyang’s eyes lit up! 

It was exactly what he had thought. 

His luck today was too good. He had drawn a big move the moment he drew it. Even the heavens were 

helping him. 

“Xiao Rou, Auntie Beng taught us from a young age that the most important thing in life is to be honest. 

You drew the note yourself. Are you going to go back on Your Words?”Yu Muyang held the note in his 

hand, he deliberately aimed the big words at Qi Rou’s direction. 

Qi Rou could not even pretend not to see it. 

In the end, she pursed her lips and said with a red face, “Close your eyes.” 

Yu Muyang closed his eyes without hesitation. After a kiss, the curve of his lips could not be suppressed. 

Qi Rou’s lack of experience and skill in teasing him had already caused his breathing to quicken and he 

almost could not control himself. 

He recited the clear heart mantra several times in his heart before he calmed himself down and 

continued playing the game. 



It was his turn to smoke. 

Yu Muyang did not bother to pick and directly dismantled the balloon that he had been holding in his 

hand all this while. 

The request on the note was for him to take off a piece of clothing. 

This was exactly what Yu Muyang wanted. 

Right now, he felt as if his heart was on fire. It was so hot that it was just right for him to take off his 

clothes. 

“It’s your turn.”Yu Muyang took off her thin coat and threw it casually on the sofa. She looked at Qi Rou 

with a burning gaze. 

“…” 

Qi Rou was still in a state of panic because of that deep French kiss. 

When she heard Yu Muyang’s words, she snapped back to her senses. Without thinking too much, she 

grabbed the balloon closest to her. 

The request on the note was the same as Yu Muyang’s — to take off a piece of clothing. 

However, she did not wear a jacket today. She was wearing a long-sleeved dress, so if she took it off, it 

was equivalent to taking off all of her clothes.. 

Qi Rou held the note in her hands and was dumbstruck. 
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Yu Muyang caught a glimpse of what was written on her note, and the corners of her mouth were about 

to reach her ears. 

She wanted to laugh, but she had to restrain herself. 

She didn’t want Qi Rou to get angry out of embarrassment and stop playing with him because she was 

shy. 

“I… I’m only wearing a skirt… I can’t take it off.”Qi Rou clenched the note in her hand tightly. After saying 

this, her face was so red that it was about to bleed. 

“Oh, so you’ve decided to go back on your word?”Yu Muyang asked sincerely. 

Qi Rou:”…” 

QI ROU: “Then turn around first and don’t look at me.” 

Qi Rou was also a stubborn person. If she said she wanted to play a game, she would play the game. If 

she was willing to gamble, she would admit defeat. She would never go back on her word. 



Yu Muyang carried her on his back. Although his eyes could not see, he could hear the rustling sound of 

her taking off her clothes. 

That feeling was like millions of ants crawling on his heart. 

It was as unbearable as it could be. 

If not for his remaining rationality, he would only want to turn around and look at the charming 

appearance of his little wife behind him.. 

“I’m taking off my clothes. It’s your turn to draw the note,”Qi Rou’s voice sounded from behind Yu 

Muyang. 

Yu Muyang took a deep breath to calm himself down. He reached out to grab a balloon and opened the 

note. 

In the next second, his eyes were wide open. 

Wasn’t he possessed by the European Emperor Tonight, blessed by Ten Thousand Buddhas? ! 

Just now, his mind was filled with thoughts of peeping at Qi Rou. In the blink of an eye, he had drawn a 

note that said, “Look at each other lovingly for one minute.”. 

Oh My, F * ck! 

With just one look, he was afraid that his blood vessels would burst and his nose would bleed. was he 

going to look or not? 

His little heart could not take it anymore. 

Qi Rou reacted to what he had drawn. Her face was so red that it looked like it was about to drip blood. 

She lowered her head and muttered, “This doesn’t count. You can draw another one.” 

Alright, Alright. It was not good to be too explosive from the start. He had to take it step by step. 

Yu Muyang put down the balloon in his hand and chose another one. 

The moment he opened the paper, he really had the urge to go home and burn incense for his 

ancestors. 

“Hug me intimately for thirty seconds.” 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Qi Rou:”…” 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Qi Rou:”…” 

“Did you write all the notes?”Qi Rou finally realized that something was wrong after the series of critical 

hits. 



She reached out to pick up the dress she had just taken off and covered her chest, sizing up the room 

full of balloons. 

It seemed like she was going to take down all the notes on the balloons. 

Just as Qi Rou was about to get up, Yu Muyang had already pounced onto the sofa and accurately 

pushed her down. He placed his arms beside her and locked her in his embrace. 

He lowered his head and his handsome face was right in front of her. He exhaled like a charm. “Xiao 

Rou, you’re so beautiful today.” 

No girl could resist the person she liked and praised her own beauty in a serious manner. 

Qi Rou lowered her eyes and her eyes were filled with ripples. 

She turned her head slightly and did not look into Yu Muyang’s eyes. “What are you doing? Let me get 

up first.” 

“I won’t let you.”Yu Muyang was good at cheating. Since he had already hugged her, he naturally could 

not let go no matter what. 

He stared at Qi Rou’s evasive gaze and deliberately leaned closer to her. His thin lips were close to her 

ear. 

He opened his mouth, word by word. 

“Xiao Rou, you haven’t seen me naked before. Do you want me to take off my clothes for you to see?” 

Qi Rou:”…”! ! 

“Don’t… Ugh!”Qi Rou’s lips were blocked by Yu Muyang. 

The moment she turned around to reject him, he was like a cheetah, accurately capturing his prey. 

Straight in — 
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Qi Rou was a novice and did not have Yu Muyang’s self-taught ability. She did not even know how to 

breathe. 

She wanted to push him away, but Yu Muyang was on top of her and could not even push him away. 

Towards the end, Qi Rou no longer had any strength. Her body was burning hot and an unfamiliar 

numbness penetrated through her entire body. She could only tightly hold onto Yu Muyang’s lapels and 

endure his kiss. 

Her mind was in a daze, and she completely did not realize that Yu Muyang had taken off all of her 

clothes. 



The wind blew in from outside the window, and she could not help but shudder. Her body 

subconsciously shrank into Yu Muyang’s embrace, and it was no different from throwing herself into his 

arms. 

The childhood sweethearts that she had seen since Young had already taken the initiative. Would Yu 

Muyang still be reserved? 

Yu Muyang ended the kiss and propped herself up slightly. When she saw Qi rou curled up in her arms 

with her cheeks flushed red, the last nerve in her brain, called rationality, had completely snapped. 

She carried her like a princess and turned around to walk towards the large bed in the hotel room. 

After placing Qi Rou on the bed, she began to take off her clothes. 

Her hand reached for the phone in her pocket. Just as she was about to throw it to the bedside, the 

phone screen suddenly lit up. 

There was a message. 

At a time like this, no one’s message was important. 

Yu Muyang took a glance and pretended not to have seen it. 

The next second, he pounced on Qi Rou again and climbed up in fear. 

Recalling the half of the message that he had seen earlier, if he was not mistaken, he seemed to have 

caught a glimpse of the two words “Qi Yan”. 

Yu Muyang shuddered and grabbed his phone to open the message. 

The text message was from his father. 

It was about going to the Qi family to propose the engagement for him, and the content of the text 

message was mostly Yu Yuehan criticizing Qi Yan. 

From the looks of it, his father had caused quite a stir when he went to the Qi family. 

In the end, Yu Yuehan gave Yu Muyang a piece of advice. In view of how difficult Qi Yan was to deal with, 

he suggested that he abduct him first, and it would be best if he gave birth to a granddaughter for him 

first. By then, it would be a done deal, and even if Qi Yan objected.., on account that he had become a 

grandfather, he could only choose to forgive him. 

Daddy, I Love You Today Too! 

Yu Muyang threw the phone back to the bedside and reached out to hug Qi Rou. 

Just as he reached out, he missed her. 

Qi Rou rolled up the blanket and leaned against the side. Just as she reached out to pick up her phone, 

she picked up the call. 

“Xiao Rou, who’s calling?”Yu Muyang asked with a sense of crisis. 

As he had just received Yu Yuehan’s text message, he had a strong premonition that this call might be.. 



“Daddy.”The moment Qi Rou opened her mouth, Yu Muyang felt as if his entire body had been 

drenched in cold water. His entire body quivered, and he desperately shot Qi rou a look, asking her to 

hang up the phone first. 

Qi Rou ignored him and stretched out her hand to pull the blanket in front of her chest. Like an obedient 

child, she answered all questions. 

“He’s not at school. He’s outside.” 

“He’s not a stranger. It’s Yu Muyang.” 

“He’s at the hotel. He’s teaching me how to fall in love.” 

“He’s not bullying me. He’s just playing a game with me. I lost, so I have to take it off…” 

Before Qi rou could say the word “Clothes”, Yu Muyang had already snatched the phone away from her 

hand and was clutching the phone tightly. 

In the next second, Qi Yan’s furious roar could still be clearly heard from the phone. “Yu Muyang, you 

little brat, I’m going to tear you into a million pieces…” 

“Du –” 

Yu Muyang snatched the last moment and hung up the phone. 

He looked at Qi Rou after surviving a calamity. Qi Rou was dumbfounded. Seeing that he did not look 

well, she asked obediently, “Are we still playing the game now?” 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Chapter 2429: The super genius lurking around (39) [ final chapter ] 

 

The five great families had turned the world upside down. 

The current leaders of the Yu family, Tang family, fan family, Qi family, and Mo family were rarely 

gathered together. 

As soon as Qi Yan entered, he immediately went to look for Yu Muyang with a knife. Tan Bengbeng 

could not stop him and hurriedly called out to Qi Rou. 

The scene of Qi rou protecting Yu Muyang deeply stimulated Qi Yan. Qi Yan was greatly moved by the 

desire to kill and almost killed Yu Muyang on the spot. 

Fan Yu and the others arrived a little later with their wives. The living room of the Yu family villa was 

already in a mess. 

Yu Yuehan and Nian Xiaomu ignored the chaotic situation and greeted them calmly, “You’re all here. 

Have a seat. What kind of tea do you want to drink? Get the butler to pour it for you.” 

The moment Yu Yuehan opened his mouth, he could not hide the arrogance in his tone no matter how 

hard he tried. 



Nian Xiaomu was not idle either. She did not care about her son, who had almost died. Instead, she 

pulled qi rou to the side, she tried her best to persuade him, “Child, why are you so honest? You listen to 

everything Xiaoyang tells you, and you will be bullied miserably in the future.” 

“Yu Muyang did not bully me, but my father…”Qi rou turned to look at Yu Muyang, who was being 

pressed against the wall by Qi Yan and was about to be beaten up. Her eyes were filled with worry. 

“It’s fine, it’s fine. He has been used to being beaten up by his father since he was young. Now that he 

has kidnapped someone else’s little princess, it’s only right for him to get used to being beaten up by his 

father-in-law,”Nian Xiaomu said with a smile. 

Qi Rou:”…” 

Yu Muyang:”…”Mom, am I your biological child? 

“Xiao Rou ~”he finally knew that he could not rely on his parents and had to rely on his little wife at a 

critical moment. 

Yu Muyang squeezed out a pitiful expression and looked at Qi rou with teary eyes like a little stray dog. 

Qi Rou could not take it anymore. She broke free from Nian Xiaomu’s hand and ran to Qi Yan. “Dad, I 

was the one who liked Yu Muyang first. I chased after him. Don’t be angry with him.” 

Ouch! 

The hearts of the few men in the living room thumped violently at the same time. They seemed to be 

able to empathize with Qi Yan’s heartache and despair. 

After all, when Qi Rou was together with Yu Muyang, Yu Yuehan had become the biggest winner among 

them! 

“Let me count.” 

Tang Yuansi was the only one among them who did not have a daughter. At this moment, he was acting 

as a bystander calmly. 

“There’s no need for me to say anything else. I’m just a single commander. Qi Qi has found me a 

daughter-in-law. I’ll definitely make a profit.” 

“The fan Yu family produces and sells their own products. They don’t make a loss, they don’t make a 

profit. It’s a business that’s done by the book.” 

“Mo Yongheng’s two little princesses are still young. Although he’s destined to be miserable in the 

future, he can still be happy for at least another ten years.” 

“There’s no need for me to say anything about the Yu family, right? They lost out on their daughter and 

gained a daughter-in-law. Most importantly, their two children have become four. They’re much 

stronger than fan Yu.” 

“If that’s the case, the Qi family is the only one left… Tsk Tsk, the only little princess, the only seedling, 

has been uprooted by someone. Tragic! Truly tragic! Utterly Tragic!” 



Qi Yan:”…”! ! 

Qi Yan: “Yu Muyang, you are dead meat today!” 

“Xiaorou, save me!”Yu Muyang hugged the little daughter-in-law in front of her without hesitation. 

Yu Yuehan and Nian Xiaomu ignored their son’s life and death as they held a glass of red wine to 

celebrate with their brothers and sisters in the living room. 

“Beng Beng, don’t bother about it. Let Qi Yan and Xiao Yang settle their scores slowly. No one will 

die.”Nian Xiaomu smiled as she pulled Tan Beng Beng over and passed her a glass of red wine. 

Years passed by in a hurry and they were treated exceptionally well. The sunlight from outside the 

window shone in and shone on their bodies, forming a layer of faint golden yellow mist. 

When the red wine entered their mouths, it seemed as though they were filled with the taste of 

happiness. 

Time was so short, and it was fleeting. 

The rest of their lives were so long, and they were lucky to have you by their side. 

Nian Xiaomu seemed to have thought of something and lifted her head to look at Yu Yuehan. Yu Yuehan 

happened to be looking at her as well.. 

The next second — 

The Roar that came from Yu Muyang’s desperate attempt to survive resounded throughout the living 

room. “Uncle Qi, as long as you agree to let Xiao Rou marry me, our daughters from now on will all have 

the surname Qi!” 

Yu Yuehan:”…”! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

– .. 

The end of the book. 

The main text and content of “All for you for the rest of my life”ended here. Originally, I could have 

finished writing the ending yesterday, but I stopped at the end of the book. I was probably just like the 

rest of you, a little reluctant to part with it 

This book had been written for a year and a half, and we had experienced a lot of laughter and tears. 

Together, we had broken the daily sales record on the shelves, won the summer support activities 

together, and won the role selection activities together, and finally won the 2018 original literature of 

the year, the top six! I keep the trophy for you, glory belongs to You ~ thank you for supporting “The rest 

of my life”friends, thank you to my show-off Elves ~ 

The new book is scheduled to be released on March 22, the book title “The world’s first favorite: 

Money-grubber cute baby, Super Hard to coax”, the same baby text, different wonderful stories, wait 

for You ~ 

Finally, I want to say to my show-off Genie, I really love you 



Then scroll back, there are colorful eggs 

Chapter 2430: [ Free Extra] Large-scale face smacking scene 

 

Yu Muyang and Qi Rou’s relationship was already set in stone. 

After the group meeting ended, Yu Muyang braced himself and personally went to the Qi family to 

apologize the next day. 

Qi Yan dismissed everyone and sat face to face with him on the sofa to chat privately. 

“Xiao Yang, it was Uncle Qi who misjudged you previously. Uncle wants to apologize to you.”Qi Yan 

rubbed his knees. After confirming that there was no one else, he pulled down his face and took the 

initiative to speak. 

Yu Muyang was overwhelmed by the favor. “Uncle Qi, you’re exaggerating. It’s my fault. I shouldn’t have 

secretly dated Xiao Rou behind your back. However, I’m serious about her. I…” 

“I know, I know. There’s no need for you to say anything else. Let’s talk about something serious,”Qi Yan 

raised his hand and interrupted him. 

Yu Muyang:”…”serious? 

Qi Yan: “You and Xiao Rou are both living at school now. You Don’t usually attend classes in the same 

major. How much time can you spend together in a day to develop a relationship?” 

Yu Muyang:”…” 

Qi Yan said, “I’ve already thought about it for the both of you. I’ve gotten someone to buy a house near 

K University. The both of you won’t be able to apply to live at school when you go back, so you’ll be 

living together…” 

Kacha — 

The door to the living room was pushed open from the outside. 

Tan Bengbeng and Qi Rou, who had just returned from shopping together, walked in through the door 

together. 

The moment Qi rou saw Qi Yan and Yu Muyang, she immediately threw away the shopping bag in her 

hands and protected Yu Muyang. “Dad, you promised me that you wouldn’t use violence to solve the 

problem!” 

“TSK, what are you talking about? Dad was chatting with Xiao Yang, why is it so violent?”Qi Yan hugged 

Tan Bengbeng and looked at his little princess with disappointment. 

“It’s good that you guys are back. It’s rare for Xiao Yang to come to our house, so don’t go back today. 

Stay with us.” 

When the butler at the side heard that, he wanted to tidy up the guest room, but Qi Yan immediately 

stopped him. 



“Where are you going? Stay well! Is Xiao Yang an outsider? How can we let him stay in the guest room? 

If he stays in our Qi family, of course he’ll stay with Xiao Rou. Go, send all the things he needs for the 

night to Xiao Rou’s room.” 

Yu Muyang and Qi Rou had yet to regain their senses when they were already pushed into the room. 

They looked at Qi Yan as if they had seen a ghost as he closed the door for them. 

Outside the door, Tan Bengbeng’s expression was not too calm either. 

Just as she reached out to touch Qi Yan’s forehead, her hand was grabbed by him. 

Tan Bengbeng asked worriedly, “Are You Alright?” 

“Am I that kind of stingy person? The more I look at Xiao Yang Now, the more I feel that he has a bright 

future ahead of him. If anyone dares to speak ill of him in the future, they will be making things difficult 

for me.” 

Tan Bengbeng:”? ? ?”Weren’t you the one who shouted for them to be killed yesterday? 

Qi Yan: “Times have changed. I’m about to become a grandfather. You Don’t understand my feelings.” 

Tan Bengbeng:”…” 

Qi Yan: “Butler, bring my medicine box over. I’ll add some good medicine for them. I’ll make sure they 

get the girl in one Go!” 

Tan Bengbeng:”…” 

 

ZA [ END ] 


